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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on a switchable m
response achieved within 
micro-electro-mechanical device. A p
fabricated in a SOI process demonst
programmable and tunable, 
band-pass/band-stop response. Both ana
element models are introduced in this pa
the operating principle of the filter and
design. Voltage programmability 
characteristic is demonstrated with 
independently tune the centre frequency
for each band. A representative measure
the minimum 3 dB-bandwidth (BW) is 
and 20 dB-BW is 216 Hz, 203Hz for the
lower-band center frequencies located a
130.7 kHz, respectively.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Microfabricated silicon resonator-b
filters are being studied for their pote
traditional crystal and SAW filter
communication systems [1]. These dev
advantages of frequency tunability, 
bandwidth and good out-of-band rejec
filter topologies usually com
micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) reson
with mechanical and/or electrical coupl
construct filter response. However, each
in the array offers a single pass-band a
response only [2]. In this paper, a MEM 
demonstrated which achieves programma
dual-band, band-pass/band-stop filter re
single device. The filter utilizes a self-sw
associated with electrostatic transduc
inverting the polarity of the DC bias on 
electrodes is sufficient to change the 
device from pass-band to stop-band and
opposed to the results reported in [3], 
response is achieved within a single devi

 
2. FILTER DESIGN AND MODEL
Design of the filter 
The proposed dual-band filter is based on
comprising two pairs of identical beams
central proof mass at right angles (as sh
The filter utilizes the first four in-plan
device as shown in Fig. 2 to construct the
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Figure 2. First four in-plane mo
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well as between a band-pass and band-sto
programmability of filter response i
changing the polarity of the DC voltage
port thereby changing the sign of 
electromechanical transduction paramete
response is achieved by setting 
transduction parameter for one of the two
to zero by switching off the DC bias
corresponding electrodes. Table 1 s
programming characteristic of the filter 
presented here. 
 
Table 1.  Programmable operation of the dua

 
Analytical modeling  

Since the filter response is determi
modes of this device (shown in Figure 
model is useful to interpret the operating
filter and to provide the basis for further d
This device can be modeled as a w
spring-mass system with 4 degrees of 
(see Fig. 4(a)) in the operating band of 
the four beams is modeled as a 1-D
system where the stiffness and effective m
by approximating each beam to the c
(CC) boundary condition. The central 
couples the four beams may, in turn, b
weak variable coupling spring (kc,i), as it 
the four beams at the points of minimum
resulting in a coupling spring with a d
whose value is defined by the pairs 
consideration. This model can be further 
(b)) by decoupling the observed respons
axes of vibration. Two of the four mode
coupled resonant vibrations along the x
remaining two modes originate from c
vibrations along the y axis as show
simplified model ignores the coupling
weak coupling exists in practice) betw
directions.  

 

Filter O/P 
Polarity of DC V

VDC_1 VDC_2 VDC
Single Band-Pass 0 −/+ 0
Single Band-Stop 0 +/− 0
Single Band-Pass +/− 0 +/−
Single Band-Stop +/− 0 −/+
Dual B-P/B-S +/− −/+ −/+
Dual B-P/B-P +/− −/+ +/−
Dual B-S/B-S +/− +/− −/+
Dual B-S/B-P +/− +/− +/−
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Figure 4.  (a)Analytical model 
analytical model by decoupling
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FEM model of the filter  
Although the simplified analytical model can predict 

the overall response of the filter, an FEM model and 
associated simulations are also necessary to study the 
characteristics of the filter in detail. All FEM modeling 
and simulation in this section are based on models 
developed in COMSOL© MEMS FEA software. As 
discussed in the previous section, the center frequency of 
the two bands can be set by beam dimensions. However, 
due to the weak coupling between the modes in x and y 
directions (which is ignored in the reduced analytic 
model), the center frequencies of the two bands cannot be 
set very close to each other. To study the cross-axis 
coupling effect on the center frequency of the two bands 
of the filter, the simulation of the frequency of the four 
modes of interest as a function of the width of one pair of 
beams is conducted and the results are shown in Fig. 6.  

 

 
Figure 6:  FEM simulation of the frequencies of the four modes 
as a function of the width of beams 2 and 4. 

In this simulation, the width of two beams in x 
direction (beams 1 and 3) were constant and the width of 
two beams in y direction (beams 2 and 4) were changed 
from -1% to 1% with respect to that of the beams 1 and 3. 
The simulation results indicate that the center frequency 
of each band can be set independently by the beam widths 
only if the relative difference between the beams in x and 
y directions is more than ±0.5% or the mode shape will 
distort and center frequencies will shift due to the 
cross-axis modal coupling.  In other words, designing the 
beam dimensions appropriately should ensure the filter 
operates in the working zone shown in Figure 6. 

For a correctly designed filter which operates in the 
working zone discussed above, the bandwidth of each 
band can be independently tuned by changing the 
stiffness of one of the beams of the pair associated with 
each mode. This tuning can also be dynamically achieved 
by the electrostatic spring softening effect in practice. 
Simulations show the effects of frequency tuning by 
varying the width of one beam slightly to change the 
effective stiffness of the beam. Figure 7 (a) shows the 
upper-band tuned by the width of beam 2 and Fig. 7(b) 
shows the lower-band tuned by changing the width of 

beam 1. The minimum bandwidth of each band is 
determined by the coupling stiffness, kc, as shown in Eq. 
1. However, this stiffness cannot be easily derived from 
the device topology and dimensions and must be 
estimated from simulation.  

Finally, the programmability of the dual-band filter 
characteristic as shown in Table 1 was simulated as well. 
Figure 8 shows the programmable band-pass/band-pass, 
band-stop/band-stop and band-pass/band-stop dual-band 
filter responses obtained through simulation. The 
simulation results agree with the overall experimentally 
observed filter response. The center frequencies of the 
fabricated devices are slightly lower than the simulation 
results potentially due to the fabrication tolerances 
associated with the beam widths.   

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental validation of the device concept is 
demonstrated based on prototypes fabricated in a SOI 
foundry process. Figure 9 shows that the bandwidth for 
each band of the dual-band filter can be independently 
tuned by varying the magnitude of the DC bias voltages 
applied on the associated electrodes. The results show that 
the minimum 3dB-bandwidth is 155 Hz, 20 
dB-bandwidth is 216 Hz and the ripple is 13.2 dB for the 
upper-band with center frequency between 131.775 kHz 
and 131.477 kHz. The minimum 3 dB-BW is 140 Hz, 20 
dB-BW is 203 Hz and ripple is 13.1 dB for the lower-band 
with center frequency between 130.452 kHz and 130.085 
kHz. The ratio of minimum 3-dB bandwidth to center 
frequency is approximately 0.11 % and the ratio of the 
minimum 20-dB bandwidth to center frequency is 
approximately 0.17 %. 

 

   
Figure 7. FEM simulation demonstrating independent tuning of 
the upper band (a) and lower band (b)of the filter. 

 Figure 10 demonstrates the voltage programmability 
of the dual-band filter response. The results indicates that 
the dual-band filter can be programmed as a single 
band-pass/band-stop filter or as a dual-band filter with 
two pass-bands, two stop-bands or one pass-band and one 
stop-band with all bands of the same approximate 
bandwidth and each band-width can be independently 

(a) (b) 
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tuned as well.  

Figure 8. Simulation of the programmable du
response. 
 

Figure 9.  Tuning the two bands of the
independently by electrostatic spring softenin
 

Figure 10.  Experimentally observed voltage 
dual-band filter response.  
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